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Bengal cats and Kittens" will intoduce you to the cat breed that is like no other in terms of their dog-like
habits. If you are looking for a loyal companion that fetches, walks on a leash, often has a strong fondness for
water, and is as beautiful as the Asian Leopard Cat it descended from orginally - then this might be the ideal
cat for you.This full color, easy-to-read book also includes information on how the Bengal cat compares to

other similar exotic breeds of cats that have "wild" ancestors from a few generations back such as the
Chausie, Savannah Cat, and the Safari cat. There is up-to-date TICA information and legal considerations
specifically for USA, Canada and the UK.Written by Taylor David who is an owner of bengals for over a
decade, this book is guaranteed to answer your bengal questions on their unique personality, temperament,
breeding, training, health, diet, life expectancy, buying, cost, and everything else you want know about

bengal cats.

For a pet Bengal kitten the current average price is 1500 3000 USD when buying from a good breeder. 4 In
Summary How To Tell If Your Cat Is A Bengal Mix.
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The Bengal is also recognized by the American Cat Fanciers Association the Canadian Cat Association and
the United Feline Organization. Bengal cat is a healthy and friendly cat with a highly contrasted and vividly
marked coat. Each kittencat comes from a champion lineage. Bengal Cats are a cross between domestic and
Asian Leopard Cats this classifies them as a hybrid. Taking pride in striving towards building a better breed
of Bengal and in quality over quantity. A product of crossbreeding domestic short hairs with wild Asian

Leopard cats the Bengal was developed to resemble the cosmetic characteristics of the wild cat and is often
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called a Leopard Kitten. BUY A BENGAL KITTEN. The Bengal cat derives its name from the Latin name of
its wild ancestor Felis Bengalensis Asian Leopard Cat. Bengal Cats The Bengal cat is a hybrid of domestic

cats with Asian Leopard cats. Capsone Bengals IW SGC Silverstorm Ottos Legacy Asa TICA 1 Silver Spotted
Bengal 2018 . Bengal cat breeder raising . Cutting edge quality marked Bengal kittens are available for sale

to preapproved loving homes. Bengal cats are hybrids of domestic cats and Asian leopard cats.
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